Position Title Event Volunteer
Position Description (Summary)
Are you a busy person willing to provide help for a one-day event? Do you enjoy being around the
energy of creative and focused young people? Does knowing you are making a big difference feel
good to you?
Position Description: This position encompasses a variety of behind-the-scenes tasks to make
tournaments run smoothly. As an Event Volunteer, you may be responsible for any of the many
small but essential tasks that keep the regional and state Destination Imagination tournaments
running: registration, greeting teams and other volunteers, directing foot traffic, hanging posters,
stuffing packets, serving refreshments, running scores. The list goes on! You can pick a role that
suits your talents, or be assigned to the area of greatest need; either way, you will help make these
fun-filled, exciting events function well. As a volunteer for MTDI, an appraiser will support the
vision and the mission of the organization, and will act responsibly and prudently.
Primary Duties
 Work with Tournament Director to determine your area of focus and schedule
 Arrive at tournament site with time to set up and get to know tournament layout
 Be alert to the needs of Team Managers and student teams, attempting to make their
experience positive
Interest Area
 Enjoys organization and creativity
 Able to make decisions in a short time frame
 Is detail oriented
 Likes working with others to make sure they have a successful event
Location
Montana
Dates
Creativity Nights and Workshops: One evening for 2 - 3 hours plus short training exact date varies
Tournament(s) - 4 - 6 hours one Saturday end of February and/or March
Age of Suitable Volunteers – 18+
Required Skills/Qualifications (Training Requirements)
 Flexibility and willingness to learn new skills
 Must be able to work effectively and respectfully with adults and children
 Able to solve problems quickly in a kind and positive manner
Specific Skills
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